
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1 Assume the R is a relation on a set A, aRb is partially ordered such that a and b are _____________reflexive transitive symmetric reflexive and transitive

2 The non- Kleene Star operation accepts the following string of finite length over set A = {0,1} | where string s contains even number of 0 and 1 01,0011,010101 1,111,001,100 ε,0011,11001100  ε,0011,11001100

3 The minimum number of states required to recognize an octal number divisible by 3 are/is 1 3 5 7

4 Which of the following is a not a part of 5-tuple finite automata? Input alphabet Transition function Initial State Output Alphabet

5 If an Infinite language is passed to Machine M, the subsidiary which gives a finite solution to the infinite input tape is ______________Compiler Interpreter Loader and Linkers reflexive

6 The number of elements in the set for the Language L={xϵ(∑r) *|length if x is at most 2} and ∑={0,1} is_________5 6 7 8

7  For the following change of state in FA, which of the following codes is an incorrect option? δ (m, 1) =n δ (0, n) =m δ (m,0) =ε s: accept = false; cin >> char;

8 Moore Machine is an application of: Finite automata without inputFinite automata with outputNon- Finite automata with outputsymmetric

9 In Moore machine, output is produced over the change of:  transitions states Both Input alphabet

10 For a give Moore Machine, Given Input=’101010’, thus the output would be of length: |Input|+1 |Input| |Input-1| Cannot be predicted

11 The total number of states and transitions required to form a moore machine that will produce residue mod 3.3 and 6 3 and 5 2 and 4 2 and 5

12 The output alphabet can be represented as: δ ∆ ∑ x

13 The O/P of Moore machine can be represented in the following format: Op(t)=δ(Op(t)) Op(t)=δ(Op(t)i(t)) Op(t): ∑ δ (0, n) =m

14 Which of the following is a correct statement? Moore machine has no accepting statesMealy machine has accepting statesWe can convert Mealy to Moore but not vice versaFinite automata without input

15  A turing machine is a real machine abstract machine hypothetical machine more than one option is correct

16 A turing machine operates over: finite memory tape infinite memory tape depends on the algorithm Non- Finite automata with output

17 ‘a’ in a-machine is : Alan arbitrary automatic states

18 The ability for a system of instructions to simulate a Turing Machine is called _________ Turing Completeness Simulation  Turing Halting symmetric

19 A turing machine that is able to simulate other turing machines: Nested Turing machinesUniversal Turing machineCounter machine  transitions

20 The value of n if turing machine is defined using n-tuples: 5 6 7 8

21 If d is not defined on the current state and the current tape symbol, then the machine ______ does not halts halts goes into loop forever  transitions

22 RASP stands for: Random access storage programRandom access stored programRandomly accessed stored program

Random access storage 

programming

23 Which of the following is not true about RASP? Binary search can be performed more quickly using RASP than a turing machineStores its program in memory external to its state machines instructionsHas infinite number of distinguishable, unbounded registers

Binary search can be performed 

less quickly using RASP than a 

turing machine

24 The class of recursively ennumerable language is known as: Turing Class Recursive LanguagesUniversal Languages RE

25 Which of the following statements are false? Every recursive language is recursively ennumerableRecursively ennumerable language may not be recursiveRecursive languages may not be recursively ennumerabledoes not halts

26 If L is a recursive language, L’ is: Recursive Recursively EnnumerableBoth (a) and (b)

Binary search can be performed 

more quickly using RASP than a 

turing machine

27  A recursively ennumerable language L can be recursive if:  L’ is recursively ennumerableEvery possible sequence of moves of T, the TM which accept L, causes it to haltBoth (a) and (b) goes into loop forever

28 A Language L may not be accepted by a Turing Machine if: It it is recursively ennumerableIt is recursive L can be ennumerated by some turing machineUniversal Turing machine

29 The number of states required to automate the last question i.e. {a,b}*{aba}{a,b}* using finite automata: 3 4 5 6

30 The machine accept the string by entering into hA or it can: explicitly reject x by entering into hRenter into an infinte loopBoth (a) and (b) Recursive Languages

31 Which of the following can accept even palindrome over {a,b} Push down Automata Turing machine NDFA Turing Class

32 Which of the functions can a turing machine not perform? Copying a string Deleting a symbol Accepting a pal Inserting a symbol

33 If T1 and T2 are two turing machines. The composite can be represented using the expression: T1T2 T1 U T2 T1 X T2 Universal Languages

34 A turing machine has ____________ number of states in a CPU. finite infinte May be finite Recursive

35 A multi track turing machine can described as a 6-tuple (Q, X, S, d, q0, F) where X represents:

input alphabet tape alphabet shift symbols

Every possible sequence of 

moves of T, the TM which accept 

L, causes it to halt
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36 Which of the following statements are false?

A multi track turing 

machine is a special 

kind of multi tape 

turing machine

4-heads move 

independently along 

4-tracks in standard 

4-tape turing 

machine

In a n-track turing 

machine, n head reads and 

writes on all the tracks 

simultaneously.

Every recursive language is 

recursively ennumerable

37 According to Chomsky hierarchy, which of the following is adopted by Recursively Ennumerable language?Type 0 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3

38  A turing machine with several tapes in known as: Multi-tape turing machine Poly-tape turing machingUniversal turing machine Copying a string

39 A multitape turing machine is ________ powerful than a single tape turing machine. more less equal NDFA

40 In what ratio, more computation time is needed to simulate multitape turing machines using single tape turing machines?doubly triple quadratically quadratically

41 Which of the following is not a Non deterministic turing machine? Alternating Turing machineProbabalistic Turing machine Read-only turing machine does not halts

42 Which of the turing machines have existential and universal states? Alternating Turing machineProbalistic Turing machineRead-only turing machine Recursive

43 A deterministic turing machine is: ambiguous turing machine unambiguous turing machinenon-deterministic Turing Class

44

Which of the following is false for Quantum Turing machine?

Abstract machine

Any quantum 

algorithm can be 

expressed formally 

as a particular 

Gives a solution to ‘Is a 

universal quantum 

computer sufficient’

explicitly reject x by entering into 

hR

45 Which of the following is a multi tape turing machine? Post turing Machine Wang-B Machine Oblivious turing Machine tape alphabet

46 Which of the following are related to construction of One Tape turing machines? JFLAP NFLAP  Both (a) and (b) T1 U T2

47 Which of the following statements is/are true? Every multitape turing machine has its equivalent single tape turing machineEvery multitape turing machine is an abstract machineBoth (a) and (b)  Poly-tape turing maching

48 Are Multitape and Multitrack turing machines same? Yes No Somewhat yes Cannot tell

49  In a n-track turing machine, _________ head/heads read and write on all tracks simultaneously. one two n infinite

50 Every language accepted by a k-tape TM is _____ by a single-tape TM. accepted not accepted generated not generated

51 Pick the odd one out. Subroutines Multiple tracks Shifting over Recursion

52 Enumerator is a turing machine with __________ an output printer 5 input tapes a stack NFLAP

53 Can a single tape turing machine be simulated using deterministic 2-stack turing machine? Yes No Cannot be said Both (a) and (b)

54 A ___________ is a multi tape turing machine whose input tape is read only. Counter Machine Multi-stack Alternating Turing machineWang-B Machine

55  Linear Bounded Automaton is a: Finite Automaton Turing Machine Push down Automaton Subroutines

56 A two-way infinite tape turing machine is ________ superior than the basic model of the turing machine in terms of power.more less no way accepted

57 Let two machines be P and Q. The state in which P can simulate Q and Q can simulate P is called: Turing Equivalence State Equivalence Universal Turing Machine Shifting over

58 Which of the following can be used to simulate any turing machine? Finite State Automaton Universal Turing MachineCounter machines n

59 Which of the following technique is used to find whether a natural language isnt recursive ennumerable? Diagonalization Recursive Induction Both (a) and (b) Type 0

60 Diagonalization can be useful in: To find a non recursively ennumerable languageTo prove undecidablility of haltig problemBoth (a) and (b) generated

61 If a problem has an algorithm to answer it, we call it _________ decidable solved recognizable JFLAP

62 Which of the following are correct statements? TMs that always halt are known as Decidable problemsTMs that are guaranteed to halt only on acceptance are recursive ennumerable.Both (a) and (b) Shifting over

63 Statement: If L id R.E., Lc needs to be R.E. Is it correct? Yes No Somewhat yes Cannot tell

64 With reference ti enumeration of binary strings, the conversion of binary strings to integer is possible by treating the resulting string as a base ____ integer.2 8 16 32

65  A language L is said to be ____________ if there is a turing machine M such that L(M)=L and M halts at every point.Turing acceptable decidable undecidable Recursion

66 Which aong the following are undecidable theories?

The first order theory 

of boolean algebra

The first order 

theory of Euclidean 

geomentry

The first order theory of 

hyperbolic geometry

The first order theory of the 

natural number with addition, 

multiplication, and equality

67 The language accepted by a turing machine is called ____________ Recursive Ennumerable Recursive Both (a) and (b) Finite Automaton

68 An algorithm is called efficient if it runs in ____________ time on a serial computer. polynomial non polynomial logarithmic less

69 Recursive languages are also known as: decidable undecidable  sometimes decidable Multi-stack

70

Consider three decision problem A, B, C. A is decidable and B is not. Which of the following is a 

correct option?

C is undecidable if C is 

reducible to B

C is undecidable if 

B is reducible to C

 C is decidable if A is 

reducible to C

C is decidable if C is reducible to 

B’s complement

71 Assume the R is a relation on a set A, aRb is partially ordered such that a and b are _____________a) reflexive b) transitive c) symmetric d) reflexive and transitive

72 The minimum number of states required to recognize an octal number divisible by 3 are/is a) 1 b) 3 c) 5 d) 7

73 Which of the following is a not a part of 5-tuple finite automata? a) Input alphabet b) Transition functionc) Initial State d) Output Alphabet



74 Moore Machine is an application of: a) Finite automata without inputb) Finite automata with outputc) Non- Finite automata with outputd) None of the mentioned

75 In Moore machine, output is produced over the change of: a) transitions b) states c) Both d) None of the mentioned

76 What is the output for the given language? a) 0010001 b) 0101010 c) 0111010 d) 0010000

77

Language: A set of strings over ∑= {a, b} is taken as input and it prints 1 as an output “for every 

occurrence of a, b as its substring. (INPUT: abaaab)

78 The output alphabet can be represented as: a) δ b) ∆ c) ∑ d)@

79 Which of the following is a correct statement? a) Moore machine has no accepting statesb) Mealy machine has accepting statesc) We can convert Mealy to Moore but not vice versad) All of the mentioned

80 Which of the following not an example Bounded Information? a) fan switch outputs {on, off}b) electricity meter readingc) colour of the traffic light at the momentd) none of the mentioned

81 A Language for which no DFA exist is a________ a) Regular Language b) Non-Regular Languagec) May be Regular d) Cannot be said

82 When are 2 finite states equivalent? a) Same number of transitionsb) Same number of statesc) Same number of states as well as transitionsd) Both are final states

83 Can a DFA recognize a palindrome number? a) Yes b) No c) Yes, with input alphabet as ∑*d) Can’t be determined

84 Which of the following is not an example of finite state machine system? a) Control Mechanism of an elevatorb) Combinational Locksc) Traffic Lights d) Digital Watches

85 How many languages are over the alphabet R? a) countably infinite b) countably finite c) uncountable finite d) uncountable infinite

86

According to the 5-tuple representation i.e. FA= {Q, ∑, δ, q, F}     Statement 1: q ϵ Q’; Statement 

2: FϵQ

a) Statement 1 is true, 

Statement 2 is false

b) Statement 1 is 

false, Statement 2 

is true

c) Statement 1 is false, 

Statement 2 may be true

d) Statement 1 may be true, 

Statement 2 is false

87

δˆ tells us the best: a) how the DFA S 

behaves on a word u

b) the state is the 

dumping state

c) the final state has been 

reached

d) Kleene operation is performed 

on the set

88 There are ________ tuples in finite state machine. a) 4 b) 5 c) 6 d) unlimited

89 Transition function maps. a) Σ * Q -> Σ b) Q * Q -> Σ c) Σ * Σ -> Q d) Q * Σ -> Q

90 δ*(q,ya) is equivalent to . a) δ((q,y),a) b) δ(δ*(q,y),a) c) δ(q,ya) d) independent from δ notation

91
Languages of a automata is a) If it is accepted by 

automata

b) If it halts c) If automata touch final 

state in its life time

d) All language are language of 

automata

92 Language of finite automata is. a) Type 0 b) Type 1 c) Type 2 d) Type 3

93 Finite automata requires minimum _______ number of stacks. a) 1 b) 0 c) 2 d) None of the mentioned

94

The basic limitation of finite automata is that a) It can’t remember 

arbitrary large amount 

of information.

b) It sometimes 

recognize grammar 

that are not regular.

c) It sometimes fails to 

recognize regular 

grammar.

d) It is empty

95

 NFA, in its name has ’non-deterministic’ because of : a) The result is 

undetermined

b) The choice of 

path is non-

deterministic

c) The state to be 

transited next is non-

deterministic

d) All of the mentioned

96

Which of the following option is correct? a) NFA is slower to 

process and its 

representation uses 

more memory than 

DFA

b) DFA is faster to 

process and its 

representation uses 

less memory than 

NFA

c) NFA is slower to 

process and its 

representation uses less 

memory than DFA

d) DFA is slower to process and 

its representation uses less 

memory than NFA

97 It is less complex to prove the closure properties over regular languages using a) NFA b) DFA c) PDA d) Can’t be said

98 The number of tuples in an extended Non Deterministic Finite Automaton: a) 5 b) 6 c) 7 d) 4

99

Every grammar in Chomsky Normal Form is: a) regular b) context sensitive c) context free d)NFA

100

101 Unit 2

102

A language can be generated from simple primitive language in a simple way if and only if a) It is recognized by a 

device of infinite states

b) It takes no 

auxiliary memory

c) Both are correct d) Both are wrong

103
 Concatenation Operation refers to which of the following set operations: a) Union b) Dot c) Kleene d) Two of the options are correct

104 Concatenation of R with Ф outputs: a) R b) Ф c) R.Ф d) 1

105 RR* can be expressed in which of the forms: a) R+ b) R- c) R+ U R- d) R



106 A finite automaton accepts which type of language: a) Type 0 b) Type 1 c) Type 2 d) Type 3

107 Which among the following are incorrect regular identities? a) εR=R b) ε*=ε c) Ф*=ε d) RФ=R

108

Simplify the following regular expression:

ε+1*(011) *(1*(011) *) * a) (1+011) * b) (1*(011) *) c) (1+(011) *) * d) (1011) *

109 Arden’s theorem is true for: a) More than one initial statesb) Null transitions c) Non-null transitions d) All Null

110 (0+ε) (1+ε) represents a) {0, 1, 01, ε} b) {0, 1, ε} c) {0, 1, 01 ,11, 00, 10, ε} d) {0, 1}

111 The total number of states required to automate the given regular expression   (00)*(11)* a) 3 b) 4 c) 5 d) 6

112 If ∑= {0,1}, then Ф* will result to: a) ε b) Ф c) ∑ d) None of the mentioned

113 Which of the following represents a language which has no pair of consecutive 1’s if ∑= {0,1}? a) (0+10)*(1+ε) b) (0+10)*(1+ε)* c) (0+101)*(0+ε) d) (1+010)*(1+ε)

114 The finite automata accept the following languages: a) Context Free Languagesb) Context Sensitive Languagesc) Regular Languages d) All the mentioned

115 (a + b*c) most correctly represents: a) (a +b) *c b) (a)+((b)*.c) c) (a + (b*)).c d) a+ ((b*).c)

116

Which of the following regular expressions represents the set of strings which do not contain a 

substring ‘rt’ if ∑= {r, t} a) (rt)* b) (tr)* c) (r*t*) d) (t*r*)

117 According to the precedence rules, x-y-z is equivalent to which of the following? a) (x-y)-z b) x-(y-z) c) Both (x-y)-z and x-(y-z) d) x*z

118 Which among the following is equivalent to the given regular expression?   01*+1 a) (01)*+1 b) 0((1)*+1) c) (0(1)*)+1 d) ((0*1)1*)*

119 Regular expression Φ* is equivalent to a) ϵ b) Φ c) 0 d) 1

120 a? is equivalent to a) a b) a+Φ c) a+ϵ d) wrong expression

121 (a+b)* is equivalent to a) b*a* b) (a*b*)* c) a*b* d) a-b

122 The entity which generate Language is termed as: a) Automata b) Tokens c) Grammar d) Data

123 Production Rule: aAb->agb belongs to which of the following category? a) Regular Language

b) Context free 

Language

c) Context Sensitive 

Language

d) Recursively Ennumerable 

Language

124 Which of the following statement is false?

a) Context free 

language is the subset 

of context sensitive 

language

b) Regular language 

is the subset of 

context sensitive 

language

c) Recursively 

ennumerable language is 

the super set of regular 

language

d) Context sensitive language is 

a subset of context free language

125 The Grammar can be defined as: G=(V, ∑, p, S)  in the given definition, what does S represents? a) Accepting State b) Starting Variable c) Sensitive Grammar d) None of these

126 Which of the expression is appropriate?  For production p: a->b where a∈V and b∈_______ a) V b) S c) (V+∑)* d) V+ ∑

127

The minimum number of productions required to produce a language consisting of palindrome 

strings over ∑={a,b} is a) 3 b) 7 c) 5 d) 6

128 Which of the following statement is correct?

a) All Regular grammar 

are context free but not 

vice versa

b) All context free 

grammar are 

regular grammar but 

not vice versa

c) Regular grammar and 

context free grammar are 

the same entity d) None of the mentioned

129 Which of the production rule can be accepted by Chomsky grammar? a) A->BC b) A->a c) S->e d) All of the mentioned

130  Which of the following grammars are in Chomsky Normal Form:

a) S->AB|BC|CD, A-

>0, B->1, C->2, D->3

b) S->AB, S-

>BCA|0|1|2|3

c) S->ABa, A->aab, B-

>Ac d) All of the mentioned

131

132 Unit 3

133 The production of the form A->B , where A and B are non terminals is called a) Null production b) Unit production c) Greibach Normal Form d) Chomsky Normal Form

134 Halting states are of two types. They are: a) Accept and Reject b) Reject and Allow c) Start and Reject d) None of the mentioned

135 Which of the following correctly recognize the symbol ‘|-‘ in context to PDA? a) Moves b) transition function c) or/not symbol d) none of the mentioned

136 A turing machine that is able to simulate other turing machines:

a) Nested Turing 

machines

b) Universal Turing 

machine c) Counter machine d) None of the mentioned



137 Which of the problems are unsolvable? a) Halting problem

b) Boolean 

Satisfiability 

problem c) Both (a) and (b) d) None of the mentioned

138 The value of n if turing machine is defined using n-tuples: a) 6 b) 7 c) 8 d) 5

139 If d is not defined on the current state and the current tape symbol, then the machine ______ a) does not halts b) halts c) goes into loop forever d) none of the mentioned

140 RASP stands for:

a) Random access 

storage program

b) Random access 

stored program

c) Randomly accessed 

stored program

d) Random access storage 

programming

141

A push down automata is said to be _________ if it has atmost one transition around all 

configurations. a) Finite b) Non regular c) Non-deterministic d) Deterministic

142 The class of recursively ennumerable language is known as: a) Turing Class

b) Recursive 

Languages c) Universal Languages d) RE


